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ently in the national interest and ultimately, in 1938, these
became its sole concern.
The PWA was conceived by New Dealers as the pump-
priming agency best calculated to stimulate private employ-
ment, upon the Keynsian theory of compensatory spending.
This figure of speech was suggested by the old-fashioned
pump, into which water sometimes had to be poured to swell
the leather valve before it drew properly, * Whether Uncle
Sam by priming could coax the pump of industry into effi-
cient operation, or whether he got out of the pump merely
the water he had poured into it, occasioned much dispute*
Although the PWA was mistrusted by those fearful of a
planned economy, it seems early to have had a stimulating
effect upon private business. Not adapted primarily to succor
the unemployed, the PWA nevertheless kept an average of
half a million men steadily at work through the year 1934
under a thirty-hour week. By the time it began liquidation in
the early forties, it had spent over four billion dollars upon
more than thirty-four thousand projects.
Their social usefulness admitted no question. PWA allot-
ments brought Boulder (later called Hoover) Dam to com-
pletion by day-and-night shifts two and a half years ahead of
schedule* Under the same sponsorship a variety of other ir-
rigation and reclamation projects began, of which the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority was the most famous. New York
City's Triborough Bridge, left unfinished in 1932 through
dearth of municipal funds, resumed construction under the
PWA, drawing upon the steel mills of Pennsylvania, the
cement of the Mississippi Valley and the giant forests of the
Pacific slope* In 1936 the bridge stood an accomplished fact
—with the federal government making a million and a half
profit on the sale of bonds which bankers in 1933 had re-
* "Sensible people will give a bucket of water to a dry pump, that they may
afterward get from it all they have occasion for," wrote Benjamin Franklin
to his sister, Sept. 20, 1787. Autobiographical Writings (Carl Van Doren, ed.,
N. Y., 1945), 684.

